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• A ship with an Admiral receives one extra die during combat rounds of Space Battles. 
• Dreadnoughts carrying an Admiral receives +1 movement.
• Defending fleets may not retreat unless the defending fleet also contains an Admiral.

• When a General participates in an Invasion Combat, all friendly units receive +1 to
  combat rolls. Also, the General grants two re-rolls during every round of that Invasion
  Combat (the same die may be re-rolled twice).
• Opponents receive -4 to bombardment rolls against a planet that contains a General.

• A scientist present with an Artifact or planet with technology specialty grants one
  extra technology discount of the same color (only one Scientist can yield bonus on
  each discount).
• A planet with a Scientist may build a new Space Dock at a cost of 2 rather than 4.
• PDS units on a planet with at least one Scientist receive +1 on all rolls. They also
  receive +1 planetary shield (this shield may never be ignored by the opponent). 

• If all involved parties agree, fleets may move through opposing fleets in the system
  containing the Diplomat. 
• When present with an attacking fleet, the Diplomat may let the defending fleet retreat
  before the first round of combat (without breaking Trade Agreements).
• When pesent on a planet, the Diplomat may force the attacking force to return to the
  ships. This ability may be overturned by the attacker at the cost of 6 influence, forcing
  instead the Diplomat to escape. 

• If an Agent is part of an Invasion Combat as an attacker, enemy PDS may not fire at
  the invading Ground Forces. If the invasion is successful, you may replace opponent
  PDS and Space Dock with your own (it will still count as ‘destroyed’ for objectives).
• The Agent may ‘Sabotage’ Action Cards effects that take place in the same system
  (all effects influencing the political game takes place on Mecatol Rex, and all effects
  affecting the race sheet is considered to take place in the Home System. This ability
  may only be used once every other round. 
• When an opponent Leader must make a fate roll in a system containing your Agent,
  as a result of combat against you, you may automatically capture the Leader instead.  
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